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ABSTRACT
Open Source Software (OSS) is forming the spines of technology
infrastructures, attracting millions of talents to contribute. Notably,
it is challenging and critical to consider both the developers’ inter-
ests and the semantic features of the project code to recommend
appropriate development tasks to OSS developers. In this paper,
we formulate the novel problem of code recommendation, whose
purpose is to predict the future contribution behaviors of develop-
ers given their interaction history, the semantic features of source
code, and the hierarchical file structures of projects. We introduce
CODER, a novel graph-based CODE Recommendation framework
for open source software developers, which accounts for the com-
plex interactions among multiple parties within the system.CODER
jointly models microscopic user-code interactions and macroscopic
user-project interactions via a heterogeneous graph and further
bridges the two levels of information through aggregation on file-
structure graphs that reflect the project hierarchy. Moreover, to
overcome the lack of reliable benchmarks, we construct three large-
scale datasets to facilitate future research in this direction. Extensive
experiments show that our CODER framework achieves superior
performance under various experimental settings, including intra-
project, cross-project, and cold-start recommendation.
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Figure 1: An example of the transformers repository. OSS
projects under similar topics usually adopt similar naming
conventions and file structures, which can be seen as knowl-
edge transferable across projects.

1 INTRODUCTION
Open Source Software (OSS) is becoming increasingly popular in
software engineering [23, 50]. As contribution to OSS projects
is highly democratized [70], these projects attract millions of de-
velopers with diverse expertise and efficiently crowd-source the
project development to a larger community of developers beyond
the project’s major personnel [23, 35]. For instance, GitHub, one
of the most successful platforms for developing and hosting OSS
projects, has over 83 million users and 200 million repositories [13].

Community support and teamwork are major driving forces be-
hind open source projects [35]. OSS projects are usually developed
in a collaborative manner [2], whereas collaboration in OSS is es-
pecially challenging. OSS projects are of large scales and usually
contain numerous project files written in diverse programming
languages [4]. According to statistics, the most popular 500 GitHub
projects contain an average of 2,582 project files, 573 directories, and
360 contributors. Meanwhile, there are more than 300 programming
languages on GitHub, 67 of which are actively being used [11, 12].
For project maintainers, it is both difficult and time-consuming
to find competent contributors within a potentially large candidate
pool. For OSS developers, recommending personalized develop-
ment tasks according to their project experience and expertise can
significantly boost their motivation and reduce their cognitive loads
of manually checking the project files. As contribution in OSS is
voluntary, developers that fail to find meaningful tasks are likely
to quit the project development [48]. Therefore, an efficient system
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for automatically matching source code with potential contributors
is being called for by both the project core team and the potential
contributors to reduce their burden.

To solve the above issues, in this paper, we for the first time
introduce the novel problem of code recommendation for OSS de-
velopers. As shown in Fig. 2, this task recommends code in the form
of project files to potentially suitable contributors. It is noteworthy
that code recommendation has several unique challenges such that
traditional recommender models are not directly applicable.

Firstly, OSS projects contain multimodal interactions among
users, projects, and code files. For example, OSS development con-
tains user-code interactions, such as commits that depict micro-
scopic behaviors of users, and user-project interactions, such as
forks and stars that exhibit users’ macroscopic preferences and
interests on projects. Also, the contribution relationships are often
extremely sparse, due to the significant efforts required to make a
single contribution to OSS projects. Therefore, directly modeling
the contribution behavior as in traditional collaborative filtering
approaches will inevitably lead to inaccurate user/item representa-
tions and suboptimal performances.

Secondly, in the software engineering domain, code files in a
project are often organized in a hierarchical structure [69]. Fig. 1
shows an example of the famous huggingface/transformers repos-
itory [56]. The src directory usually contains the major source
code for a project. The data and models subdirectories usually
include functions for data generation and model implementations,
respectively. Such a structural organization of the OSS project re-
veals semantic relations among code snippets, which are helpful
for developers to transfer existing code from other projects to their
development. Traditional methods usually ignore such item-wise
hierarchical relationships and, as a result, are incapable of con-
necting rich semantic features in code files with their project-level
structures, which is required for accurate code recommendation.

Thirdly, most existing benchmarks involving recommendation
for softwares only consider limited user-item behaviors [5, 21], are
of small scales [39, 40], or contain only certain languages such as
Python [20, 37, 51] or Java [5, 21, 40], which renders the evaluation
of different recommendation models difficult or not realistic.

To overcome the above challenges, we propose CODER, a CODE
Recommendation framework for open source software developers
that matches project files with potential contributors. As shown in
Fig. 2, CODER treats users, code files, and projects as nodes and
jointly models the microscopic user-code interactions and macro-
scopic user-project interactions in a heterogeneous graph. Further-
more, CODER bridges these two levels of information through
message aggregation on the file structure graphs that reflect the
hierarchical relationships among graph nodes. Additionally, since
there is a lack of benchmark datasets for the code recommenda-
tion task, we build three large-scale datasets from open software
development websites. These datasets cover diverse subtopics in
computer science and contain up to 2 million fine-grained user-file
interactions. Overall, our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We for the first time introduce the problem of code recommen-
dation, whose purpose is to recommend appropriate development
tasks to developers, given the interaction history of developers,

the semantic features of source code, and hierarchical structures of
projects.

• We propose CODER, an end-to-end framework that jointly
models structural and semantic features of source code as well as
multiple types of user behaviors for improving the matching task.

• We construct three large-scale multi-modal datasets for code
recommendation that cover different topics in computer science to
facilitate research on code recommendation.

• We conduct extensive experiments on massive datasets to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CODER framework
and its design choices.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 GitHub
GitHub is a code hosting platform for version control and collabora-
tion based on git. Users can create repositories, namely, digital
directories, to store source code for their projects. Users can make
changes to the source code in the form of commits, which are snap-
shots of an OSS project, that capture the project state. A GitHub
commit mainly reflects two aspects: 1) The commit author is highly
interested in the project; 2) the user has the expertise to contribute.
In this work, we study the factors that influence users’ contributing
behaviors. We use git commits as positive interactions.

2.2 Problem Formulation
Before delving into our proposed CODER framework, we first for-
malize our code recommendation task. We use the terms “repos-
itory” and “project” interchangeably to refer to an open source
project. We define U, V , R as the set of users, files, and reposi-
tories, respectively. Each repository 𝑟𝑘 ∈ R contains a subset of
files V𝑘 ⊊ V . Both macroscopic project-level interactions and
microscopic file-level interactions are present in OSS development.

File-level behaviors. We define Y ∈ {0, 1} |U |×|V | as the inter-
action matrix between U and V for the file-level contribution
behavior, where each entry is denoted by 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 . 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 = 1 indicates that
𝑢𝑖 has contributed to 𝑣 𝑗 , and 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 = 0, otherwise.

Project-level behaviors. Interactions at the project level are more
diverse. For example, the popular code hosting platform GitHub
allows users to star (publicly bookmark) interesting repositories
and watch (subscribe to) repositories for updates. We thus define
T as the set of user-project behaviors. Similar to Y, we define S𝑡 ∈
{0, 1} |U |×|R | as the project-level interaction matrix for behavior
of type 𝑡 . Our goal is to predict the future file-level contribution
behaviors of users based on their previous interactions. Formally,
given the training data Ytr, we try to predict the interactions in
the test set 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 ∈ Yts = Y\Ytr.

3 METHODOLOGY
As shown in Fig. 2, we design CODER, a two-stage graph-based rec-
ommendation framework. CODER considers 𝑢𝑖 ∈ U, 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ V, 𝑟𝑘 ∈
R as graph nodes, and models the user-item interactions and the
item-item relations as edges. We use two sets of graphs to character-
ize the heterogeneous information in code recommendation. One is
the user-item interaction graphs that encompass the collaborative
signals. The other is the file-structure graphs that reveal file-file and
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<latexit sha1_base64="nVz3g+5dBD31+UDenX/dz95rRhc=">AAAClnicbVFbaxNBFJ6stxovbfVF8GUxCFUk7IhVH0QKKvoiRmzaQnYJZyYn6dDZmWXmbGwY9if4qr/Nf+NsGsSkHhj45ju375wjKq08ZdnvTnLl6rXrN7Zudm/dvnN3e2f33pG3tZM4lFZbdyLAo1YGh6RI40nlEEqh8VicvWv9x3N0XllzSIsKixJmRk2VBIrUt3rMxzu9rJ8tLb0M+Ar02MoG491Ok0+srEs0JDV4P+JZRUUAR0pqbLp57bECeQYzHEVooERfhKXWJn0cmUk6tS4+Q+mS/TcjQOn9ohQxsgQ69Zu+lvyfb1TT9HURlKlqQiMvGk1rnZJN28HTiXIoSS8iAOlU1JrKU3AgKa5nrdIhL0Irri2z1l4rgXFIszHjX/rZfA5OiCIY/E7nS6Vr+aKM//cYl+bwc/R+qdABWfc05NKaeJIm5F6CRmHPA29GvL9fhHwvr6JMrVHnT5qm240H45vnuQyOnvf5y/7+1xe9gzer022xh+wR22OcvWIH7BMbsCGTbMZ+sJ/sV/IgeZt8SD5ehCadVc59tmbJ4A/vYM33</latexit>D1

<latexit sha1_base64="YPxh/s97F/DTMwutoyomRVl95zM=">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</latexit>E1

<latexit sha1_base64="0zS7r3qO7WiZ4/s5z8YsoYADGcE=">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</latexit>A2

<latexit sha1_base64="RxWVuZfOKLcvs1YMw/jxy8sMPz0=">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</latexit>E2

<latexit sha1_base64="cA2DIMuNHxa8VUca2LAId6YXCNA=">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</latexit>A1

<latexit sha1_base64="PANN+/EKbuYmGlTM0uDqkbYwiRs=">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</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="8MLLTVDZhBWztJK6ikpA2Fvej2E=">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</latexit>

h = 5coatt (C,Q)
<latexit sha1_base64="vXoYl48zB13MrNTr4/7huFi1rtM=">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</latexit>

Q = [q8 ]#Q
8=1

<latexit sha1_base64="LVf2zIIrjzGit8vsVxLrgMEBgUU=">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</latexit>

C = [c8 ]#C
8=1

<latexit sha1_base64="npj8kivyKAdtguv37HbVVc8uU78=">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</latexit>

z¢C,8

<latexit sha1_base64="3BWw19G9J3BeQPCyhO9UpS3Fp18=">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</latexit>

r¢C ,:

<latexit sha1_base64="I2ElaqHsYIwnBQ5imPZkUlRVab0=">AAACqXicbVFLbxMxEHaWVwmvFLhxWREhlYeiXURbDhwqwYELopWaNiJeItuZba167ZU9GxIs/xeu8I/4N3jTCJGUkSx9/ub1zQyvlXSYZb87ybXrN27e2rrdvXP33v0Hve2HJ840VsBQGGXsiDMHSmoYokQFo9oCq7iCU37xvvWfzsA6afQxLmooKnamZSkFw0hNeo8pwhx56Zsw8TJ8pQ6ZnfT62SBbWnoV5CvQJys7nGx3Ap0a0VSgUSjm3DjPaiw8syiFgtCljYOaiQt2BuMINavAFX4pP6TPIjNNS2Pj05gu2X8zPKucW1Q8RlYMz92mryX/5xs3WL4tvNR1g6DFZaOyUSmatN1FOpUWBKpFBExYGbWm4pxZJjBubK3ScV74VlxbZq29khzikHpjxr/0q9mMWc4Lr+EbzpdK1/J5Ff8fIC7Nwqfo/VyDZWjsC0+F0fFKwVMnmAJu5j4P43ywW3i6Q+soUylQ9HkI3W48WL55nqvg5PUg3xvsHr3pH7xbnW6LPCFPyQ7JyT45IB/JIRkSQb6TH+Qn+ZW8TI6SUfLlMjTprHIekTVLxB/AU9ZX</latexit>

u¢
8

<latexit sha1_base64="KYWBhCJgu7lsD8fCSrhsdk2+yeM=">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</latexit>

v¢9

<latexit sha1_base64="v9m7uTpTePZRzPx3RxVJadleHSw=">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</latexit>v9

<latexit sha1_base64="yA0yA0x6s21NkRwusohqbg9sx60=">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</latexit>u8

<latexit sha1_base64="KEMOlF48Fk39IcEWChzPitlEbxA=">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</latexit>

BP (8,:, C)
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Figure 2: Our proposed CODER framework for code recommendation. CODER jointly considers project file structures, code
semantics, and user behaviors. CODER models the microscopic file-level interactions and macroscopic project-level interactions
through Multi-Behavioral Modeling, and bridges the micro/macro-scopic signals through Node Semantics Modeling.

file-project relationships from the project hierarchy perspective.
The code recommendation problem is then formulated as a user-file
link prediction task.

CODER contains two major components: 1) Node Semantics
Modeling, which learns the fine-grained representations of project
files by fusing code semantics with their historical contributors,
and then aggregate project hierarchical information on the file
structure graph to learn the file and repository representation; 2)
Multi-behavioral Modeling, which jointly models the microscopic
user-file interactions and macroscopic user-project interactions.
Finally, CODER fuses the representations from multiple behaviors
for prediction. This way, node semantics modeling bridges the
coarse-grained and fine-grained interaction signals on the item
side. Therefore, CODER efficiently characterizes intra-project and
inter-project differences, eventually uncovering latent user and
item features that explain the interactions Y.

3.1 Node Semantics Modeling
Node semantics modeling aims to learn file and repository repre-
sentation. The challenge is how to inherently combine the seman-
tic features of each project file with its interacted users and the
project hierarchy. To address this challenge, we first use a code-
user modality fusion mechanism (Fig. 2a) to fuse the file content
modality and the historical users at the code level. Then, we embed
the fine-grained collaborative signals from user-file interactions
into the file representations. Next, we employ structural-level ag-
gregation (Fig. 2b), which explicitly models the project structures
as hierarchical graphs to enrich the file/repository representation
with structural information. This step produces representation for
each file 𝑣 𝑗 and repository 𝑟𝑘 , which serve as the input for user
behavior modeling in Sec. 3.2.

3.1.1 Code-User Modality Fusion. A project file is characterized by
diverse semantic features including multiple method declarations

and invocations, which are useful for explaining why a contributor
is interested in it. Inspired by the success of pretrained language
models [24, 26, 31], we use pretrained CodeBERT [7], a bimodal lan-
guage model for programming languages, to encode the rich seman-
tic features of each file. CodeBERT is shown to generalize well to
programming languages not seen in the pretraining stage, making
it suitable for our setting where project files are written in diverse
programming languages. Here, a straightforward way is to directly
encode each file into a per-file latent representation. Such an encod-
ing scheme has two issues. Firstly, a file may contain multiple classes
and function declarations that are semantically distinct. Fig. 1 shows
the file structure of the huggingface/transformers [56] reposi-
tory as an example. The modeling_bert.py file contains not only
various implementations of the BERT language model for differ-
ent NLP tasks, but also utilities for parameter loading and word
embeddings. These implementations are distributed among several
code segments in the same project file, and file-level encoding can
fail to encode such semantic correlations. Secondly, the property of
a project file is influenced by the historical contributors’ features.
A user’s contribution can be viewed as injecting her/his own at-
tributes, including programming style and domain knowledge, into
the interacted file. Such contribution behaviors make it more likely
to be interacted again by users with similar levels of expertise than
random contributors.

Therefore, we propose a code-user modality fusion strat-
egy to embed both code semantics and user characteristics into
the file representation. Specifically, for each file, we partition its
source code into 𝑁𝐶 code segments and encode each of them into
a code-segment-level representation c𝑖 . This produces a feature
map C = [c1, c2, . . . c𝑁C ],C ∈ R𝑁C×𝑑 , where 𝑑 is the embedding
size. Similarly, we sample 𝑁𝑄 historical users of the file and encode
them into a feature map Q = [u1, u2, . . . u𝑁Q ],Q ∈ R𝑁Q×𝑑 . Please
refer to Appendix B for details in encoding C and Q. Inspired by
the success of co-attention [32, 71], we transform the user attention
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space to code attention space by calculating a code-user affinity
matrix L ∈ R𝑁C×𝑁Q :

L = tanh(CWOQ⊤), (1)
where WO ∈ R𝑑×𝑑 is a trainable weight matrix. Next, we compute
the attention weight a ∈ R𝑁C of the code segments to select salient
features from C. We treat the affinity matrix as a feature and learn
an attention map H with 𝑁H representations:

H = tanh(WCC⊤ + WQ (LQ)⊤), (2)
a = softmax(w⊤

HH), (3)

where WC,WQ ∈ R𝑁H×𝑑 ,wH ∈ R𝑁H are the weight parame-
ters. Finally, the file attention representation h is calculated as
the weighted sum of the code feature map:

h = a⊤C. (4)
The file attention representation serves as a start point to further
aggregate file structural features.

3.1.2 Structural-Level Aggregation. Projects are organized in a hi-
erarchical way such that nodes located closer on the file structure
graph are more closely related in terms of semantics and functional-
ity. For example, in Fig. 1, both files under the bert/ directory con-
tain source code for the BERT [26] language model, and files under
roberta/ contains implementation for the RoBERTa [31] model.
The file modeling_bert.py is therefore more closely related to
tokenization_bert.py in functionality than to tokenization_
roberta.py.

To exploit such structural clues, we model each repository as a
hierarchical heterogeneous graph [69] 𝐺S consisting of file, direc-
tory, and repository nodes. Each node is connected to its parent
node through an edge, and nodes at the first level are directly con-
nected to the virtual root node representing the project. To encode
the features of directory nodes, we partition the directory names
into meaningful words according to underscores and letter capi-
talization, then encoded the nodes by their TF-IDF features. Our
encoding scheme is motivated by the insight that the use of stan-
dard directory names (e.g., doc, test, and models) is correlated
with project popularity among certain groups of developers [2, 79].
Repository features are encoded by their project owners, creation
timestamps, and their top-5 programming languages. The reposi-
tory and directory representations are mapped to the same latent
space as the file nodes. Then, we pass the representation h through
multiple GNN layers to aggregate the feature of each node from its
neighbors on 𝐺S:

h̃ = 𝑓GNN (h,𝐺S), (5)
where h̃ is the structure-enhanced node representation. The aggre-
gation function 𝑓GNN (·) can be chosen from a wide range of GNN
architectures, such as GCN [28], GraphSAGE [16], and GIN [61]. In
practice, we employ a 3-layer Graph Attention Network (GAT) [49].

3.2 Multi-behavioral Modeling
Direct modeling of the sparse contribution behavior potentially
leads to inaccurate user/item representations and aggravates the
cold-start issue. Instead, we jointly model the microscopic user-file
contribution in File-level Aggregation (Fig. 2c) and macroscopic
user-project interactions in Project-level Aggregation (Fig. 2d) to

learn user preferences and address the sparsity issue. Then, the
representations learned from multi-level behaviors are combined
to form the user and item representations for prediction.

3.2.1 File-level Aggregation. We model the project files and their
contributors as an undirected user-file bipartite graph GF consisting
of users 𝑢𝑖 ∈ U, files 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ V and their interactions. The initial
embedding matrix of users/items is denoted by E(0) :

E(0) =
[
u(0)

1 , · · · , u(0)
|U |︸            ︷︷            ︸

users embeddings

, v(0)
1 , · · · , v(0)

|V |︸            ︷︷            ︸
item embeddings

]
, (6)

where u(0)
𝑖 is the initial embedding for user 𝑢𝑖 and v(0)

𝑗 is the initial
embedding for file 𝑣 𝑗 , equivalent to its structure-enhanced repre-
sentation h̃ (Sec. 3.1.2). We adopt the simple weight sum aggregator
in LightGCN [18] in the propagation rule:

u(𝑙)
𝑖 =

∑︁
𝑣𝑗 ∈N𝑖

1√︃
|N𝑖 |

��N𝑗
��v(𝑙−1)

𝑗 , (7)

v(𝑙)
𝑗 =

∑︁
𝑢𝑖 ∈N𝑗

1√︃��N𝑗
�� |N𝑖 |

u(𝑙−1)
𝑖 , (8)

where u(𝑙)
𝑖 and v(𝑙)

𝑗 are the embeddings for user 𝑢𝑖 and file 𝑣 𝑗 at
layer 𝑙 , N𝑖 and N𝑗 indicate the neighbors of user 𝑢𝑖 and file 𝑣 𝑗 ,
and 1/√︁|N𝑖 | |N𝑗 | is the symmetric normalization term set to the
graph Laplacian norm to avoid the increase of GCN embedding
sizes [18, 28]. In the matrix form, the propagation rule of file-level
aggregation can be expressed as:

E(𝑙) = D− 1
2 AD− 1

2 E(𝑙−1) , (9)

where A =

(
0 Ytr

(Ytr)⊤ 0

)
∈ R( |U |+|V |)×( |U |+|V |) is the affin-

ity matrix, and D is the diagonal degree matrix in which each entry
D𝑖𝑖 indicates the number of non-zero entries on the 𝑖-th row of A. By
stacking multiple layers, each user/item node aggregates informa-
tion from its higher-order neighbors. Propagation through 𝐿 layers
yields a set of representations {E(𝑙) }𝐿

𝑙=0. Each E(𝑙) emphasizes the
messages from its 𝑙-hop neighbors. We apply mean-pooling over
all E(𝑙) to derive the user and file representations u★𝑖 and v★𝑗 from
different levels of user/item features:

u★𝑖 =
1

𝐿 + 1

𝐿∑︁
𝑙=0

u(𝑙)
𝑖 , (10)

v★𝑗 =
1

𝐿 + 1

𝐿∑︁
𝑙=0

v(𝑙)
𝑗 . (11)

3.2.2 Project-Level Aggregation. OSS development is characterized
by both microscopic contribution behaviors and multiple types
of macroscopic project-level behaviors. For example, developers
usually find relevant projects and reuse their functions and ex-
plore ideas of possible features [20, 22]. In particular, GitHub users
can star (bookmark) interesting repositories and discover projects
under similar topics. This way, developers can adapt code imple-
mentation of these interesting projects into their own development
later. Hence, project-level macroscopic interactions are conducive
for extracting users’ broad interests.
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For each behavior 𝑡 , we propagate the user and repository em-
beddings on its project-level interaction graph G𝑡

P:

Z𝑙
𝑡 = D

− 1
2

𝑡 Λ𝑡D
− 1

2
𝑡 Z(𝑙−1)

𝑡 . (12)

The initial embeddings Z(0) is shared by all 𝑡 ∈ T and is composed
of the initial user representations identical to Eq. (6) and the repos-
itory embeddings from the structure-enhanced representation h̃ in
Eq. (5):

Z(0) =
[
z(0)1 , z(0)2 , . . . z(0)|U |︸                ︷︷                ︸

user embeddings

, r(0)1 , r(0)2 , . . . r(0)|R |︸               ︷︷               ︸
repository embeddings

]
, (13)

where z(0)𝑖 = u(0)
𝑖 , Λ𝑡 ∈ R( |U |+|R |)×( |U |+|R |) is the affinity matrix

for behavior 𝑡 constructed similarly as A in Eq. (9). With repre-
sentations {Z(𝑙)

𝑡 }𝐿
𝑙=0 obtained from multiple layers, we derive the

combined user and repository representations for behavior 𝑡 as

z★𝑡,𝑖 =
1

𝐿 + 1

𝐿∑︁
𝑙=0

z(𝑙)𝑡,𝑖 , (14)

r★𝑡,𝑖 =
1

𝐿 + 1

𝐿∑︁
𝑙=0

r(𝑙)𝑡,𝑖 . (15)

3.3 Prediction
For file-level prediction, we aggregate the macroscopic signals
z★𝑡,𝑖 , r

★
𝑡,𝑖 from each behavior 𝑡 into u𝑖 , v𝑗 :

z★𝑖 = AGG({𝑧★𝑡 , 𝑡 ∈ T }), r★𝑘 = AGG({𝑟★𝑡 , 𝑡 ∈ T }), (16)
u𝑖 = MLP( [u★𝑖 ∥ z★𝑖 ]), v𝑗 = MLP( [v★𝑗 ∥ r★𝜙 ( 𝑗) ]), (17)

where AGG(·) is an aggregation function and MLP(·) is a multilayer
perceptron, 𝜙 (·) : V → R maps the index of each project file to its
repository, and ∥ is the concatenation operator. On the user side,
both macroscopic interests and micro-level interactions are injected
into the user representations. On the item side, the semantics of each
file is enriched by its interacted users and the repository structural
information.

For computational efficiency, we employ inner product to calcu-
late the user 𝑢𝑖 ’s preference towards each file 𝑣 𝑗 :

𝑠F (𝑖, 𝑗) = u⊤𝑖 v𝑗 , (18)

where 𝑠F is the scoring function for the file-level behavior. Similarly,
for each user-project pair, we derive a project-level score for each
behavior 𝑡 using the project-level scoring function 𝑠P:

𝑠P (𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑡) = (z★𝑡,𝑖 )⊤r★𝑡,𝑘 . (19)

3.4 Optimization
We employ the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [43] loss,
which encourages the prediction of an observed user-item interac-
tion to be greater than an unobserved one:

LF =
∑︁

(𝑖, 𝑗+, 𝑗−) ∈O
− log(sigmoid(𝑠F (𝑖, 𝑗+) − 𝑠F (𝑖, 𝑗−))), (20)

L𝑡
P =

∑︁
(𝑖,𝑘+,𝑘−) ∈O

− log(sigmoid(𝑠P (𝑖, 𝑘+, 𝑡) − 𝑠P (𝑖, 𝑘−, 𝑡))), (21)

where LF is the file-level BPR loss, and L𝑡
P is the project-level

BPR loss for behavior 𝑡 , O denotes the pairwise training data, 𝑗+
indicates an observed interaction between user 𝑢𝑖 , and item 𝑣 𝑗+
and 𝑗− indicates an unobserved one. As high-order neighboring
relations within contributors are also useful for recommendations,
we enforce users to have similar representations as their structural
neighbors through structure-contrastive learning objective [30, 57]:

LU
C =

∑︁
𝑢𝑖 ∈U

− log
exp(u([)

𝑖 · u(0)
𝑖 /𝜏)∑

𝑢 𝑗 ∈U exp(u([)
𝑖 · u(0)

𝑗 /𝜏)
. (22)

Here, [ is set to an even number so that each user node can aggre-
gate signals from other user nodes and 𝜏 is a temperature hyper-
parameter. Similarly, the contrastive loss is applied to each 𝑣𝑖 :

LV
C =

∑︁
𝑣𝑖 ∈V

− log
exp(v(𝑙)

𝑖 · v(0)𝑖 /𝜏)∑
𝑣𝑗 ∈V exp(v(𝑙)

𝑖 · v(0)
𝑗 /𝜏)

. (23)

The overall optimization objective is

L = LF + _1
∑︁
𝑡 ∈T

L𝑡
P + _2 (LU

C + LV
C ) + _3∥Θ∥2, (24)

where Θ denotes all trainable model parameters and _1, _2, _3 are
hyper-parameters.

3.5 Complexity Analysis
The node semantic modeling (Sec. 3.1) has time complexity of
𝑂 ((𝑁C + 𝑁Q) |V| + |E|), where E is the set of edges in all file
structure graphs. The user behavior modeling (Sec. 3.2) has time
complexity of𝑂 ( |A+ | +∑𝑡 |A+

𝑡 |), where |A+ | is the number of posi-
tive entries in |A| and likewise for |Λ+

𝑡 |. The overall time complexity
is𝑂 ((𝑁C +𝑁Q) |V| + |E| + |A+ | +∑𝑡 |Λ+

𝑡 |). Although obtaining the
initial code segment embeddings C implies large computational
costs, our model only calculates C once and caches it to be used
in each iteration. Empirically, the average inference time of MF,
LightGCN, and CODER are 0.804 ms, 1.073 ms, and 1.138 ms per
test example, respectively.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Datasets. We collected 3 datasets covering diverse topics in
computer science including machine learning (ML), fullstack (FS),
and database (DB), using the GitHub API 1 and the PyGithub 2package.
We retain repositories with ≥ 250 stars and ≥ 3 contributors to
exclude repositories intended for private usages [2]. We include
projects with contribution history of at least 3 months according
to their commit history. To ensure that our model generalizes on a
wide range of topics, popularity, and project scales, we first select 3
subsets of repositories using their GitHub topics 3, which are project
labels created by the project owners. Then, we randomly sample
300 repositories from each subset considering their numbers of
project files and stars. We use the Unix timestamp 1550000000 and
1602000000 to partition the datasets into training, validation, and
test sets. This way, all interactions before the timestamp are used
1https://docs.github.com/en/rest
2https://github.com/PyGithub/PyGithub.git
3https://github.com/topics

https://docs.github.com/en/rest
https://github.com/PyGithub/PyGithub.git
https://github.com/topics
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Table 1: Summary of the datasets. The second column shows
the number of files with observed interactions instead of all
existing files in the projects.

Dataset #Files #Users #Interactions Density
ML 239,232 21,913 663,046 1.26 × 10−4

DB 415,154 30,185 1,935,155 1.54 × 10−4

FS 568,972 51,664 1,512,809 5.14 × 10−5

as the training data. We retain the users with at least 1 interaction
in both train and test set. More details about dataset construction
are in the appendix.

4.1.2 Implementation Details. We implemented our CODER model
in PyTorch [42] and PyG [8]. For all models, we set the embed-
ding size to 32 and perform Xavier initialization [14] on the model
parameters. We use Adam optimizer [27] with a batch size of
1024. For Node Semantic Modeling (Sec. 3.1), we conduct a grid
search on 𝑁C ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16} and 𝑁Q ∈ {2, 4, 8}, and choose to
set 𝑁C = 8 and 𝑁Q = 4. The code encoder we use is the pre-
trained CodeBERT [7] model with 6 layers, 12 attention heads,
and 768-dimensional hidden states. For Multi-Behavioral Modeling
(Sec. 3.2), we set the number of convolution layers 𝐿 = 4 for both
intra- and inter-level aggregation. For prediction and optimization,
we search the hyper-parameter _3 in {10−4, 10−3, 10−2}, and _1
in {10−2, 10−1, 1}. For the structure contrastive loss [30], we adopt
the hyper-parameter setting from the original implementation and
set _2 = 10−6, [ = 2 without further tuning. For the baseline models,
the hyper-parameters are set to the optimal settings as reported in
their original papers. For all models, we search the learning rate
in {10−4, 3 × 10−4, 10−3, 3 × 10−3, 10−2}.
4.1.3 Baselines. We compare CODER with 3 groups of methods:

• G1: a factorization-based method MF [43],
• G2: neural-network-based methods including MLP [47] and

Neu-MF [19],
• G3: graph-based methods that model user-item interactions

as graphs, including NGCF [53], LightGCN [18], and NCL [30].
As the task is to predict users’ file-level contribution, file-level
behavior modeling is the most critical component. Therefore, we
use file-level contribution behaviors as the supervision signals as
in Eq. (18). For brevity, we use repository identity to refer to the
information of which repository a file belongs to. As the baselines do
not explicitly leverage the repository identities of files, we encode
their repository identities as a categorical feature through one-hot
encoding during embedding construction. To ensure fairness of
comparison, we incorporate the project-level interaction signals
into the user representations by applying multi-hot encoding on
the repositories each user has interacted with. All the baseline
models use the same pretrained CodeBERT embeddings as CODER
to leverage the rich semantic features in the source code.

4.1.4 Evaluation Metrics. Following previous works [18, 19, 53,
78], we choose Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@𝐾 ), Normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@𝐾), Recall@𝐾 (Rec@𝐾), and
Hit@𝐾 as the evaluation metrics.
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Figure 3: Results among variants of CODER and the best
baseline model NCL on the ML dataset.

4.2 Performance
4.2.1 Intra-Project Recommendation. In this setting, we evaluate
the model’s ability to recommend development tasks under her
interacted repositories. For each user 𝑢𝑖 , we rank the interactions
under repositories they have interacted with in the training set.
This setting corresponds to the scenario in which project maintain-
ers recommend new development tasks to existing contributors
based on their previous contribution. As shown in Tab. 2, CODER
consistently outperforms the baselines by a large margin. On the
ML dataset, CODER outperforms the best baseline by 17.9% on
NDCG@20, 15.8% on Hit@20, and 8.2% on MRR@20. On the DB
dataset, CODER achieves performance improvements of 27.3% on
NDCG@20, 29.5% on Hit@20, and 6.0% on MRR@20. Notably, the
greatest performance improvement is achieved on the FS dataset,
which has the greatest sparsity.CODER achieves a maximum perfor-
mance improvement of 37.1% on NDCG@5 and 35.6% on NDCG@10.
The results show that CODER achieves significant performance
improvement over the baseline, and is especially useful when the
observed interactions are scarce.

Among the baselines, graph-based method (G3) achieves better
performances than (G1), (G2) as they can model the high-order re-
lations between users and items through the interaction graph and
the embedding function. LightGCN [18] underperforms NGCF [53]
on the DB dataset, whose training set has the greatest density, and
outperforms NGCF on the ML and FS datasets. This implies that
the message passing scheme of NGCF, which involves multiple
linear transformation and non-linear activation, is more effective
for denser interactions. Such results justify our design choice in
multi-behavioral modeling, which uses the LightGCN propagation
scheme. NCL exhibits the strongest performance, demonstrating the
importance of the contrastive learning loss in modeling differences
among homogeneous types of nodes, which is also included in our
model design. Neural-network-based methods (G2) generally out-
perform matrix factorization (G1), as they leverage multiple feature
transformations to learn the rich semantics in the file embeddings
and the user-file interactions.

4.2.2 Cold-Start Recommendation. User contribution is usually
sparse due to the considerable workload and voluntary nature of
OSS development. In this sense, it is important to accurately capture
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Table 2: The overall performance on 3 datasets. The best performance is marked in bold. The second best is underlined.

Dataset Metric MF MLP NeuMF NGCF LightGCN NCL CODER Improvement
NDCG@5 0.065 0.073 0.076 0.091 0.106 0.119 0.132 11.2%
Hit@5 0.162 0.189 0.189 0.237 0.291 0.276 0.351 20.5%
MRR@5 0.098 0.113 0.114 0.137 0.164 0.201 0.211 5.0%
NDCG@10 0.066 0.075 0.081 0.093 0.109 0.118 0.136 14.8%

ML Hit@10 0.229 0.250 0.263 0.310 0.386 0.337 0.440 14.0%
MRR@10 0.106 0.121 0.124 0.147 0.177 0.209 0.223 6.7%
NDCG@20 0.072 0.081 0.084 0.100 0.116 0.120 0.141 17.9%
Hit@20 0.324 0.343 0.346 0.407 0.457 0.466 0.540 15.8%
MRR@20 0.113 0.127 0.130 0.154 0.185 0.213 0.230 8.2%
NDCG@5 0.085 0.079 0.085 0.099 0.082 0.124 0.160 29.0%
Hit@5 0.205 0.191 0.206 0.263 0.237 0.316 0.390 23.2%
MRR@5 0.130 0.118 0.128 0.162 0.132 0.252 0.260 3.2%
NDCG@10 0.086 0.079 0.085 0.100 0.084 0.123 0.159 29.4%

DB Hit@10 0.267 0.251 0.276 0.361 0.324 0.380 0.488 28.4%
MRR@10 0.138 0.126 0.137 0.175 0.144 0.260 0.273 4.9%
NDCG@20 0.088 0.083 0.088 0.103 0.091 0.125 0.160 27.3%
Hit@20 0.335 0.338 0.362 0.454 0.422 0.437 0.588 29.5%
MRR@20 0.143 0.132 0.143 0.182 0.150 0.264 0.280 6.0%
NDCG@5 0.063 0.063 0.067 0.082 0.089 0.106 0.146 37.1%
Hit@5 0.168 0.178 0.179 0.231 0.245 0.283 0.374 31.9%
MRR@5 0.100 0.100 0.107 0.132 0.146 0.170 0.226 33.0%
NDCG@10 0.063 0.065 0.068 0.085 0.092 0.106 0.144 35.6%

FS Hit@10 0.231 0.244 0.249 0.319 0.332 0.361 0.467 29.3%
MRR@10 0.109 0.110 0.117 0.144 0.157 0.180 0.239 32.3%
NDCG@20 0.067 0.070 0.073 0.090 0.095 0.110 0.146 32.7%
Hit@20 0.307 0.321 0.335 0.406 0.414 0.451 0.559 23.9%
MRR@20 0.114 0.115 0.122 0.150 0.163 0.187 0.245 31.4%
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Figure 4: Cross-Project Performance of CODER and the 2
strongest baselines under various 𝐾,𝐾 ∈ [5, 100].

the users’ preferences with few observed interactions. Our model is
thus designed according to this principle. We define cold-start users

as users with ≤ 2 interactions in the training set. To evaluate the
model performance with fewer interactions, we choose NDCG@𝐾 ,
Recall@𝐾 , and Hit@𝐾 , where 𝐾 ∈ {3, 5}. The strongest 4 baselines
in Tab. 2 are evaluated for comparison.

As observed from Tab. 3, performance for cold-start users is
worse than that for all users in Tab. 2. Notably, CODER is able to
achieve even greater performance improvement over the baseline
models. It can be attributed to the following aspects: 1) CODER
learns more accurate representations by fusing the fine-grained se-
mantics of project files with their interacted users, which facilitates
the learning of user preferences even in the absence of dense user
interactions. 2) By explicitly modeling multiple types of project-
level behaviors, CODER effectively models the users’ interests to
complement the sparse file-level contribution relations, which is
more effective than encoding the project-level interactions in the
embedding space.

4.2.3 Cross-Project Recommendation. Although 91% developers
in our dataset focused on 1 project throughout their development,
active contributors can work on multiple projects. For these con-
tributors, the project core team can recommend development tasks
based on their development experiences in previous projects.

During evaluation, we rank the interactions in projects each
user has not yet interacted with in the training set. This setting is
considerably more challenging than intra-project recommendation
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Table 3: File-level link prediction results for cold-start users.
“LGN” stands for the baseline “LightGCN”. The best perfor-
mance is marked in bold. The second best is underlined.

Metric NeuMF NGCF LGN NCL CODER Impr.
NDCG@3 0.059 0.067 0.068 0.090 0.126 40.9%
Hit@3 0.106 0.123 0.161 0.211 0.224 5.9%

ML MRR@3 0.081 0.087 0.089 0.119 0.165 38.3%
NDCG@5 0.068 0.078 0.088 0.105 0.132 25.8%
Hit@5 0.161 0.162 0.230 0.261 0.273 4.8%
MRR@5 0.093 0.097 0.105 0.130 0.177 36.0%
NDCG@3 0.078 0.063 0.055 0.075 0.119 53.0%
Hit@3 0.152 0.114 0.128 0.165 0.238 44.4%

DB MRR@3 0.102 0.089 0.070 0.095 0.157 54.0%
NDCG@5 0.086 0.061 0.064 0.086 0.127 47.5%
Hit@5 0.195 0.132 0.165 0.220 0.287 30.6%
MRR@5 0.112 0.093 0.079 0.106 0.168 50.2%
NDCG@3 0.079 0.075 0.085 0.092 0.128 38.7%
Hit@3 0.171 0.165 0.179 0.179 0.242 35.6%

FS MRR@3 0.110 0.095 0.104 0.116 0.171 48.0%
NDCG@5 0.086 0.086 0.085 0.095 0.137 44.3%
Hit@5 0.230 0.220 0.202 0.222 0.313 36.2%
MRR@5 0.124 0.106 0.109 0.125 0.187 49.4%

since the candidate item pool is significantly larger. According to
the results in Fig. 4, CODER consistently achieves superior perfor-
mance by a large margin with respect to the baselines, especially
for 𝐾 ≥ 20. The results show that CODER jointly learns inter-
project differences to choose the correct repositories and character-
ize intra-project distinctions to recommend the correct files within
the chosen repositories.

4.2.4 Ablation Studies. In Fig. 3, we compare the performance of
our model (abbreviated as CD) among its 5 variants. CD-F removes
the code-user modality fusion strategy in Eq. (1). CD-C excludes
the structural contrastive learning objective in Eqs. (22, 23). CD-E
does not use the pretrained CodeBERT embeddings and instead
applies TF-IDF encoding on the source code, a common approach
in project recommendation models [62]. CD-P removes the project-
level aggregation in Sec. 3.2.2. CD-S disables the structural-level
aggregation in Sec. 3.1.2. Results on the ML dataset are in Fig. 3.

We observe that all 6 variants of CODER outperform NCL,
among which the full model (CD) performs the best, indicating
the importance of each component in our model design. The per-
formance drops most significantly when we disable project-level
aggregation in CD-P, indicating the importance of explicitly mod-
eling user-project interactions through graph structures. We also
observe a considerable decrease when we remove the structural-
level aggregation (CD-S), implying that the structural information
of files has a significant contribution towards the file representation.
CD-E does not lead to a more significant performance decrease, but
is outperformed by CD-F where fine-grained code representations
are present. Thus, user behaviors and project structural clues are
more important than semantic features in code recommendation.

5 RELATED WORK
5.1 Research in Open Source Code
Open sourcing has grown into a standard practice for software
engineering [23] and attract researchers to study social coding [70].
Analytical studies focus on users’ motivation [10, 67], expertise [50],
collaboration patterns [38], and factors that impact the popular-
ity [2] of projects. Methodological studies explore project classi-
fication [74] and code search [33], connecting publications with
projects [45]. Recently, the field of Neural Code Intelligence (NCI),
which uses deep learning techniques to tackle analytical tasks on
source code, has emerged as a promising direction to improve
programming efficiency and reducing human errors within the
software industry [64]. Although previous works explored the rec-
ommendation task in OSS development settings such as automatic
suggestions of API function calls [20, 40], Good First Issues [1, 60],
and data preparation steps [65], no previous works have studied
the challenging task of code recommendation task, which requires
in-depth understanding of diverse user-item interactions and OSS
projects written in multiple programming languages.

5.2 Recommender Systems
The advances in deep learning greatly facilitate the evolution of
recommender systems [3, 17, 41, 44, 72, 73]. Motivated by the suc-
cess of Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [9, 34, 52, 75, 76, 80, 81], a
series of graph-based recommender systems [29, 55, 59] are pro-
posed, which organize user behaviors into heterogeneous interac-
tion graphs. These methods formulate item recommendation as
link prediction or representation learning tasks [46, 54, 77], and
utilize high-order relationships to infer user preferences, item at-
tributes, and collaborative filtering signals [45, 58, 68]. Noticeably,
traditional recommendation models cannot be easily transferred to
code recommendation as they do not model unique signals in OSS
development, such as project hierarchies and code semantics.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We are the first to formulate the task of code recommendation for
open source developers. We propose CODER, a code recommenda-
tion model for open source projects written in diverse languages.
Currently, our approach only considers recommending existing files
to users. As CODER harnesses the metadata and semantic features
of files, it cannot deal with users creating new files where such in-
formation of the candidate files is absent. We plan to generalize our
framework by allowing users to initialize files under their interested
subdirectories. Moreover, our source code encoding scheme can be
further improved by harnessing knowledge about programming
languages such as using Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) [39] and data
flow [15, 20] (graphs that represent dependency relation between
variables). Our current encoding scheme is a computationally ef-
ficient way to deal with the diversity of programming languages.
In the future, we plan to incorporate such domain knowledge to
improve the file representations at a finer granularity. Our current
encoding scheme is a computationally efficient way to deal with
the diversity of programming languages. Moreover, the user rep-
resentations can be further enhanced by modeling users’ social
relations [6, 36] and behaviors [25, 63, 66].
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A DATASETS
We categorized the open source projects in our dataset using their
GitHub topics. The topics used in each dataset are shown in Tab. 4.

B IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
To derive C in Sec. 3.1.1, we first convert the source code into a
set of tokens, then partition them into code segments with equal
number of tokens. As the source code is first tokenized and then

Table 4: GitHub topics used during the construction of each
dataset.

Dataset Topics
computer-vision, data-science, 0deep-learning,

ML machine-learning, neural-network,
pytorch, tensorflow

FS angular, css, html, javascript, js,
nodejs, react, reactjs, vue, vuejs

DB database, graphql, mongodb, mysql, sql

partitioned at the token level, our partitioning scheme will not
partition meaningful tokens in the middle. For example, if “def” is
a meaningful token, our method will make sure that the token will
not be split into multiple parts such as “de” and “f”.

Next, we encode the tokens using CodeBERT. Each token pro-
duces a token-level representation. For each code segment 𝑐𝑖 , we
perform max pooling on all of its token representations to derive
c𝑖 . We use CodeBERT to encode files written in all programming
languages (PL) as well as natural language (NL), as CodeBERT is
able to generalize to a wide range of programming languages and
shows outstanding performances on NL-PL tasks. As CodeBERT
learns general-purpose code representations for both natural lan-
guage (NL) and programming languages (PL), CodeBERT is suitable
for encoding the rich natural language clues in OSS projects in-
cluding the README file, which contains frequent context-switching
between NL and PL.
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